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COMPARTMENT FIRE MODELLING
Fire and Security Consulting Services (FSCS) is frequently asked about the difference
between Zone and Field compartment modelling it uses in the Fire Engineering process.

Quantitative Hazard Analysis
Fire modelling allows a Fire Engineer to carry out a system of “quantitative” analysis in a
selected fire scenario. Unlike “qualitative” analysis which relies on expert judgement or
comparisons with known or acceptable criteria, quantitative analysis requires
measurement of results from various input data using acceptable and verifiable
algorithms.
There are many highly interactive factors which need to be considered in performing a
quantitative fire hazard analysis. Experimental measurements of the burning behaviour of
materials and details of the building in which they burn are needed to define the fire in
terms of its release of energy and mass over time (§). The transport of this energy and
mass through the building is influenced by its geometry, the construction materials used,
and the fire protection systems employed. The response of occupants and the
consequences of the fire depend on when the occupants are notified, their physical
capabilities, the decisions they make, and their susceptibility to the hazards to which they
are exposed.
Tools for fire hazard analysis make it possible to evaluate fire performance against a fire
safety goal. For example, a goal of fire safety has always been to "keep the fire contained
until the people can get out." The problem is that it is very difficult to keep the "smoke"
contained. Quantitative hazard analysis allows the determination of the impacts of smoke,
such as toxicity, relative to the impact of other hazards of fire for a prescribed building and
set of occupants. It determines if the time available for egress is greater than the time
required; and if not, why not. Time is the critical factor. Having 3 minutes for safe escape
when 10 are needed results in human disaster. But providing 30 minutes of protection
when 10 are needed can lead to high costs. A quantitative analysis method can help
prevent both types of problems from occurring.
Quantitative hazard analysis techniques have the potential of providing significant cost
savings. Alternative protection strategies can be studied within the analysis framework to
give the cost-benefit relation for each. In addition, measures are evaluated as a system
with their many interactions, including the impact of both structure and contents. Providing
these alternatives promotes the design flexibility which reduces redundancies and cost
without sacrificing safety. New technology can be evaluated before it is brought into
practice, thus reducing the time lag currently required for code acceptance. Thus,
quantitative hazard analysis is a powerful complement to existing codes and standards
and a useful tool in evaluating improvements to them.
§ Reference to the FSCS paper “Developing Design Fires for Alternative Solutions”
provides further information on this topic.

What Is a Computer Fire Model?
A computer fire model is a mathematical representation of burning or other processes
associated with fires. Mathematical models range from relatively simple formulae that can
be solved analytically to extensive hybrid sets of differential and algebraic equations that
must be solved numerically on a computer. Software to accomplish the latter is referred to
as a computer fire model.
Computer Modelling provides the facility for fast calculation of specific fire engineering
problems from a range of areas. The results of these can then be used as part of an
overall engineering solution to a particular design situation.
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Computer Modelling is a valuable tool but must be used appropriately by fire engineering
professionals who must remain aware of their ultimate responsibility to exercise
professional judgement in its use.

Compartment Fires
The most common scenario presented to a Fire Engineer is one of extended travel
distances in a large building. Typical large warehouses can be up to 10,000 m2 in area and
it follows from this that travel distances from substantial parts of the building will exceed the
prescribed 40m travel distance to an exit.
In these scenarios, the developer has only one Deemed to satisfy (DtS) option, and that is to
construct fire escape tunnels within the building so that all parts of the floor area are within
40m of an entrance to the tunnel. This is a costly exercise in both space taken and capital
cost with the tunnel requiring emergency lighting and an independent fresh air supply. Such
tunnels are also an unnatural method of egress from a building and in many cases
occupants may suffer claustrophobia within them.
Accordingly a Fire Engineer is often requested to prepare an Alternative Solution where the
tunnels can be deleted by demonstrating that the tenability of conditions within the building
during egress is within acceptable limits. This is usually up to 2.1m above floor level for
occupants and may be indefinite or of such a time that the Required Safe Egress Time
(RSET) is less than the Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) before the conditions become
untenable.
Even in large compartments, untenable conditions evolve rapidly and it is usually necessary
to provide smoke exhaust fans, smoke venting or sprinkler systems to vent the smoke and/
or suppress the fire. Occupant warning by smoke or other detection methods is also
required to alert occupants at an earlier stage thus reducing the overall time for egress.
One point that is often forgotten is that on arrival, fire fighters also need to access the fire
compartment to effect rescue and/or fire suppression activities. Although fire fighters have
protective clothing and breathing apparatus, visibility, temperature and radiant heat flux can
impact on their activities. Accordingly a tenability height of 1.5m has been set in the Fire
Engineering Guidelines for their activities.
Considering all of the above, a Fire Engineer can model the conditions in a fire compartment
by a number of means as follows.
Zone Modelling
A zone model divides each room into two spaces or zones: an upper zone containing the
hot gases produced by the fire and a lower zone containing all space beneath the upper
zone. The lower zone is a source of air for combustion and is the location of the fire source.
During the course of the fire, the upper zone can expand to occupy virtually all of the space
in the room.
In a zone model, the upper zone is considered a control volume that receives both mass
and energy from the fire and loses energy to the surfaces in contact with the upper zone by
conduction and radiation, by radiation to the floor, and by convection or mass movement of
gases through openings. Some models evaluate conditions in the lower layer; others
assume that the lower layer remains at ambient conditions. Mass is conserved, accounting
for mass entering or vented from the control volume.
BranzFire

For compartment fire modelling, FSCS uses the Zone Model BranzFire. It is a multicompartment two zone model which represents the fire environment generated from single
or multiple burning objects within a compartment as two homogenous layers, comprising an
upper smoke (hot) layer and a lower ambient layer and predicts various tenability conditions.
BranzFire has the capability to model hot gas flows through doors and vents to adjoining
compartments and predict various tenability conditions in those compartments.
For the required analytical results, FSCS commonly computes the following inputs and
outputs in order to properly conduct an analysis of the tenability conditions in the
compartment being modelled:2

As well as compartment size(s) and materials of construction, input data includes:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Single or multiple fires;
Door and ventilation openings with locations and variable opening and closing times;
Glazing fracture resulting in additional openings;
Smoke detector location and sensitivity;
Sprinkler head response time index, location and temperature rating;
Design density of sprinkler discharge;
Sprinkler suppression or control ;
Mechanical (fan) extract or pressurisation;
Fan flows and pressures.

Typically the Fire Engineer is required to consider conditions in the lower part of a
compartment so as to assess tenability for occupant evacuation and fire fighter entry.
Accordingly the following outputs are used although many more are available in respect to
both upper and lower layer combustion species and temperatures.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Smoke detector and / or sprinkler activation (secs);
Hot smoke layer height –(m);
Lower layer CO (ppm);
Lower layer temperature (oC);
Lower layer visibility (metres);
Lower layer radiant heat flux at specified height above the floor (kW/m2).

BranzFire results are presented in and Excel spreadsheet although FSCS presents the
results in a series of graphs of each output with all the connected compartments shown
on a single graph for ease of understanding as shown in Figure 1 below which shows
the layer heights in a multi-compartment warehouse with connected compartments.
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Figure 1
Further information on BRANZFIRE including a download of the User Reference and
Technical Reference Guides, can be had from:
http://www.branz.co.nz/cms_display.php?sn=74&st=1
BranzFire is validated for complex large single and multi compartment fires and the Branz
Study Report on smoke filling in large spaces using BranzFire (9MB) can be downloaded
from http://www.branzfire.com/frst/limitations-on-use/
The Branz Study Report cited above compared results from enclosures ranging from 625m2
to 5,000m2 with heights from 6 to 12m with those from CFD. It was found that the BranzFire
zone model provided good agreement with CFD (FDS – see below) for compartment areas
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up to 1,250m2. It recommended that for larger enclosures up to 5,000m2, additional
simulations and sensitivity analysis should be conducted by subdividing the compartment
into “virtual” compartments as shown in Figure 2 below as well as the single zone
simulation.
SIMULATED BULKHEAD

SMOKE FLOW

SMOKE LAYERS

AIR FLOW

<-- COMPARTMENT 1 -->

<-- COMPARTMENT 2 -->
THE "VIRTUAL" COMPARTMENT

Figure 2 – A Virtual Compartment
Field Modelling
Field models are Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) programmes which divide the space
being modelled into many small cells to a much higher spatial resolution than a zone model.
Typically CFD is noded to generate a large number of small cells, in the order of 0.5m3, in
the compartment. Mass, momentum and energy equations are computed for each cell, and
when combined, results in greater accuracy than a zone model. However this accuracy
comes at a price because of the time to programme the multiple inputs and the increased
computing power required.
The basic laws of mass, momentum, and energy conservation are applied in each cell and
balanced with all adjacent cells. The computational modelling is a complex fluid mechanics
solution of both turbulent and laminar flow derived from classic fluid dynamics theory.
The governing equations involve a set of three-dimensional, nonlinear partial differential
equations expressing conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. Important sub-models
related to individual cells address turbulence, radiation, soot, pyrolysis, flame spread, and
combustion and provide the same outputs as a zone model.
Approaches to the modelling differ among the various CFD models. CFD models can
examine the fire environment in much greater detail than zone models. In general, CFD
models are significantly more expensive to obtain and use. Important engineering decisions
are required in setting up the problem and interpreting the output produced by the model.
However, the use of CFD models in fire protection problems is increasing. CFD models are
particularly well suited for situations where the space is irregular, turbulence is a critical
element, or very fine details are sought.
FDS

For compartment fire modelling, FSCS uses the FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator), which is a
CFD fire modelling programme developed by the US Building and Fire Research Laboratory
of the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
FDS) is a CFD model of fire-driven fluid flow. FDS solves numerically a form of the NavierStokes equations appropriate for low-speed, thermally-driven flow with an emphasis on
smoke and heat transport from fires.
The partial derivatives of the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy are
approximated as finite differences, and the solution is updated in time on a threedimensional, rectilinear grid as shown in Figure 3 below. This is the layer height in a 100m x
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25m x 6m high compartment at 220 and 230 seconds. Notice that instead of a single point
of layer height as a zone model predicts, a field model shows different layer heights at
different parts of the compartment.

Figure 3 – CFD Layer Heights
FDS can also show, when linked with the programme “Smokeview”, the movement of hot
gasses through adjoining compartments and the relative temperatures as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 – Hot Gas Movement
Summary
Because of the small cell analysis, field models are extremely useful in analysing building
structures where smoke and hot gas flows are likely to flow between complex
interconnecting openings such as ducting, stairs etc.
Whilst FDS can compute sprinkler control, i.e. where the combustion rate is capped at
sprinkler activation, FDS does not provide the accuracy of the effects of sprinkler
suppression (§) that BranzFire does where the rate of combustion is reduced.
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However for simple single or interconnecting compartments, a zone model is the most
economical model where repeated computations are required to be executed to develop
required ventilation and fire suppression strategies. The Branz Study Report cited above
advises that for most compartments, a zone model is adequate because generally it is more
conservative than a field model.
The costs associated with field modelling can be five times the cost of zone modelling
without, for most simulations, no added benefit in the analysis.
§ Reference to the FSCS paper “ESFR Sprinkler Systems” provides further
information on this topic.

I trust that this Paper clarifies the use of fire modelling in Fire Engineering Reports prepared
by FSCS.
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